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Regression Techniques in Plate Tectonics
Ted Chang, Daijin Ko, Jean-Yves Royer and Jiandong Lu

Abstract. We discuss a linearized model to analyze the errors in the re-
construction of the relative motion of two tectonic plates using marine
magnetic anomaly data. More complicated geometries, consisting of sev-
eral plates, can be analyzed by breaking the geometry into its stochasti-
cally independent parts and repeatedly applying a few simple algorithms
to recombine these parts. A regression version of Welch’s solution to the
Behrens–Fisher problem is needed in the recombination process.
The methodology is illustrated using data from the Indian Ocean.

Through a historical perspective we show how improving data density
and improving statistical techniques have led to more sophisticated mod-
els for the Indo-Australian plate.
We propose an influence-based regression diagnostic for tectonic data.

A generalization of the standardized influence matrix of Lu, Ko and
Chang is applied to study the influence of a group of data points on
a subparameter of interest. This methodology could also be used in
treatment-block designs to analyze the influence of the blocks on the
estimated treatment effects.

Key words and phrases: Nonlinear regression, spherical regression,
plate tectonics, regression diagnostics, influence function.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many of Nature’s most spectacular geological
phenomena, such as earthquakes, volcanoes and
mountain formation, result from interactions be-
tween rigid tectonic plates in motion relative to one
another at the Earth’s surface. An understanding
of the past positions of the tectonic plates is vi-
tal to any understanding of the Earth’s history. In
this paper we will discuss the types of data used
to reconstruct the past positions of tectonic plates
and show how many questions of geological inter-
est can be answered by using modifications of tools
previously developed for linear regression.
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When two tectonic plates diverge at a midoceanic
ridge, molten crustal material is extruded from
the ridge and carried away from the ridge on both
plates. A useful mental picture is to imagine the
plates as conveyer belts moving away from the
ridge. The molten crustal material solidifies im-
mediately after extrusion. It follows that if the
material on both plates that was extruded at a spe-
cific time in the past (e.g., ten million years before
the present) could be identified, we would have two
congruent curves, one on each plate. The shape
of the curves would be identical to the shape of
the ridge at the time of their extrusion (see Fig-
ure 1), which is not necessarily the shape of the
present-day ridge.
The molten crust has a high iron content and, as

it solidifies, acquires a magnetization based upon
the prevailing Earth’s magnetic field at the time
of the crust’s extrusion. At known times in the past,
the Earth’s magnetic field reversed itself (the North
magnetic pole flipped to point southward). Hence,
the ocean floor is made of stripes of material with
alternating reversed and normal polarity magneti-
zation. This pattern of stripes will be symmetric rel-
ative to the ridge where the material emplaced. A
research vessel towing a magnetometer over these
stripes will record a series of positive and negative
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Fig. 1. (a) Shape of mid-ocean ridge at past time when the
Earth’s magnetic field was reversed; (b) Present-day shape of
ridge. Arrows represent direction of motion of the plates relative
to the present-day ridge axis. Using magnetic means one can de-
tect crustal material which was extruded at the time of (a). This
results in two congruent isochrons, one on each side of the cur-
rent ridge. Crustal material extruded from point p is now located
at u and v. Since the isochrons are congruent, a theorem of Eu-
ler asserts the existence of a three-dimensional rotation matrix A
which takes the left side lineation into the right side lineation;
that is, v = Au.
Fracture zones are shown as horizontal lighter lines. The

roughly vertical segments are the magnetic anomaly lineations.
The isochrons are modeled as piecewise great circle segments with
offsets at the fracture zones.

magnetic anomalies superimposed on the present-
day Earth’s magnetic field. Thus from such mag-
netic anomaly profiles, one can map and date paired
magnetic anomaly lineations, one set on each side of
the ridge (see Figure 2).
For example, if we can identify the anomaly 5

lineation (ten million years before the present), on

Fig. 2. Selected Central Atlantic fracture zones and magnetic anomaly lineations: Present location mid-Atlantic ridge–solid line trending
North to South. Fracture zones �FZ�—dashed lines trending East to West �fracture zones are, from North to South, Oceanographer, Hayes,
Atlantis, Southern Kane, 15d20�� Identified locations on magnetic anomaly lineations–small circles �magnetic anomaly lineations are
anomaly A6 �lightest, 20 million years�� A21 �50 million years�� A33 �80 million years�� M21 �darkest, 150 million years��� Data courtesy
Kim Klitgord, U.S. Geological Survey, Woods Hole, MA. GMT mapping software courtesy of Wessel and Smith �1995��

both sides of the ridge we would have two con-
gruent curves. A theorem due to Euler states that
there is a 3 × 3 matrix A which takes one curve
into the other. In other words, if u is a point on
one lineation, v a point on the opposing lineation
so that u and v extruded from the same point on
the ridge, then v = Au. A must satisfy the iden-
tities AAT = I and det�A� = 1. The collection of
these matrices, standardly denoted by � O�3�, form
a three-dimensional submanifold of the vector space
of 3 × 3 matrices (which we can identify with Eu-
clidean nine-dimensional space R9). Physically, any
such A represents a rotation of three-dimensional
space.
This A is the parameter of interest and is said

to be the reconstruction of the u-plate to the v-
plate (in a coordinate system fixed in the v-plate).
We note that both plates move. It follows that A
is a relative reconstruction, not a reconstruction
with respect to some absolute coordinate sys-
tem. The issue of moving coordinate systems is
quite confusing and is discussed in detail in the
Appendix.
The magnetic anomaly lineations appear to be

piecewise straight with offsets at the so called frac-
ture zones. Fracture zones appear like cliffs on the
ocean floor. We will use the term isochron for the
combined curve consisting of a magnetic anomaly
lineation together with its offsetting fracture zones
since each isochron consists of points of the same
age.
The data (see Figure 3) consists of identified

points on the isochrons. Magnetic anomaly profiles
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Fig. 3. Stylized diagram of data on two opposing isochrons.
Identified points on the isochrons are labelled uij and vik. Points
with i = 1� 3� 5 correspond to identified locations of points on
segments of magnetic anomaly lineations, points with i = 2� 4 to
identified locations of points on fracture zone segments. Each seg-
ment is modeled as a great circle: the normal vectors to these great
circles are labelled ηi on one isochron and Aηi on the opposing
isochron. The ηi are unknown and represent nuisance parame-
ters. A is an unknown three-dimensional rotation matrix, and is
the parameter of interest.

from different parts of the world are remarkably
similar and by picking a characteristic point on the
profile, one can determine where the ship crossed
a particular magnetic anomaly lineation. Points on
the fracture zones are determined by measurement
of the depth of the ocean floor. Note that it is highly
unlikely that the trajectory of a research vessel will
cross matching points on the opposing isochrons
and hence the identified points are not homologous;
that is, the data does not come in pairs �u� v� with
v = Au.
In an earlier survey paper, Chang (1993) dis-

cussed an idealized model of geophysical data and
the insights it yields on how the shape of the plate
boundaries affects the statistical properties of an
estimated reconstruction. The present paper will
not revisit these questions and will concentrate on
more data analytic problems.
A second paper, Kirkwood, Royer, Chang and

Gordon (1999), aimed at the geophysics audience,
outlines the use of the techniques discussed here
in Sections 2 to 5. The present paper, in addition
to discussing more recent developments, takes a
historical perspective. Through a case study of the
Indian Ocean region, we will show how improving
geophysical data, combined with improving statisti-
cal techniques, have resulted in more sophisticated
and detailed plate motion models.

2. LINEARIZED STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Hellinger (1981) proposed to model the isochron
as a union of great circle segments. If η is the nor-
mal to a great circle segment on one isochron, Aη
is the normal to its mate on the opposing isochron.
Thus if there are s segments, we have a total of
3 + 2s parameters: 3 parameters for the rotation
A and 2s nuisance parameters for the section nor-
mals η1� � � � � ηs. Let uij represent identified points
on the ith section of one isochron and let vik repre-
sent identified points on the ith section of the op-
posing isochron. Hellinger proposed to estimate A
and the ηi by minimizing the objective function

r�A�η� =∑
i

[∑
j

�uT
ijηi�2
σ2
ij

+∑
k

�vTikAηi�2
σ̃2
ik

]
�(1)

Here σij and σ̃ik are known error constants which
must be supplied by the scientist. They are related
to the indeterminancy of the magnetic anomaly pro-
file and the navigation system in use at the time the
data was collected.
In particular, the magnetic data collected consists

of a squiggle which represents the strength of the
magnetic field along the trajectory of the vessel. Af-
ter eliminating the dominant effects of the current
Earth’s magnetic field and correcting for latitude,
the remnant magnetic trace has a remarkably simi-
lar appearance in the different oceans of the world.
Each magnetic anomaly has a characteristic shape
in the remnant magnetic trace and a skilled marine
geophysicist is able to interpret the trace and locate
the approximate point on the trace corresponding
to the specific anomaly of interest. The level of un-
certainty in locating the correct point on the trace
is due primarily to the distinctiveness of the char-
acteristic trace of the anomaly. Once the point is
located on the trace, it has to be correlated with the
trajectory of the ship to determine its geographic
location on the Earth’s surface. This process is time-
consuming. We note that before the advent of satel-
lite navigation, the position of the ship was deter-
mined from stellar navigation, which was especially
unreliable during overcast weather.
The sources of error are discussed at length in

Kirkwood et al. (1999). From our experience, the
errors can reasonably be modeled as normally dis-
tributed. Kirkwood et al. (1999) and Shaw and
Cande (1990) include standard exploratory data
analysis plots to evaluate normality.
A is typically referred to as the reconstruction

to the time of a specific magnetic reversal, that is,
a “reconstruction to time A5,” as opposed to a “re-
construction to 10 million years before present” and
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hence any errors in the dating of the reversal are
not germane.
The errors in plate tectonic data range typically

from 2 to 20 km., which is miniscule compared to the
circumference of the Earth (approximately 40,000
km.). Accordingly, to understand the asymptotic dis-
tribution of the estimator Â of A determined by
minimizing (1), Chang (1988) applied a “local flat
earth” approximation, as follows.
Let F�µ�κ0� denote the Fisher–von Mises–

Langevin distribution on �3, the unit sphere in
Euclidean three-dimensional space, whose density
(with respect to surface measure on the sphere) is

fµ�κ0
�u� = c�κ� exp�κ0uTµ��

c�κ0� =
κ0

4π sin hκ0
�

(2)

Here u and µ are on the sphere. µ is called the
modal vector and κ0 the concentration parameter.
Write u = �uTµ�µ+x, where x is in µ⊥, the vectors
perpendicular to µ. Then

fµ�κ0
�u� = c�κ0� exp�κ0

√
1− �x�2�

= c�κ0� exp�κ0�1− 1
2 �x�2�� +O��x�4�

(3)

so that as κ0 → ∞, κ1/20 x approaches aN�0� I−µµT�
distribution. We see that, intuitively, κ−1/2

0 plays the
role of a scale parameter.
Large κ0 approximations are essentially “local flat

earth” approximations. For µ ∈ �3, let φµ � µ⊥ →
�3 be the map defined by

φµ�x� =
√
1− �x�2µ+ x

for x ∈ µ⊥. We note that µ⊥ is the tangent space at
µ to �3 and that

cos��x��µ+ sin��x�� x

�x� = φµ�x� + o��x�3��(4)

The left-hand side of (4) is the equation for the
(azimuthal equidistant) polar projection centered at
µ ∈ �3. It is the bane of cartographers that maps
fromR2 → �3 distort somewhere. If we want to map
Antarctica, we should choose a polar projection cen-
tered at the South pole, not a Mercator projection.
Similarly our choice of replacing u by x ∈ µ⊥ sat-
isfying u = φµ�x� is asymptotically, for large κ0,
nondistorting (near µ).
We assume, that for unknown κ, for A ∈ � � �3�

and for ηi� αij� α̃ik ∈ �3,

uij ∼ F�αij� κσ
−2
ij �� vik ∼ F�α̃ik� κσ̃

−2
ik ��

αT
ijηi = 0� α̃T

ikAηi = 0�
(5)

(These assumptions are a bit too strong; see Chang,
1988 for slightly weaker assumptions.) Formally we

take asymptotics as κ → ∞. Note, however, that
usually the error constants σij and σ̃ik supplied by
geophysicists are quite accurate so that κ ≈ 1. An
error in uij of 20 km corresponds to κσ−2

ij ≈ 2× 105.
We note that the κσ−2

ij and κσ̃−2
ik play the role of the

concentration parameter κ0 in (2). Thus large κ0
asymptotics are justified. Therefore, we write κ →
∞ to indicate mathematically that we are using an
asymptotic approximation which is accurate when
all the κσ−2

ij and κσ̃−2
ik are large.

Let xij = uT
ijηi and yik = vTikAηi. Here xij and

yik are scalar and Op�κ−1/2� (so that as κ → ∞, the
distribution of κ1/2xij approaches that of a nonde-
generate random variable).
Represent the estimator η̂i of ηi obtained from

(1) as η̂i = �η̂T
i ηi�ηi + ξi, where ξi is a vector con-

strained to the two-dimensional space η⊥
i and is zero

when η̂i = ηi. We note that η̂i is constrained to lie
in the two-dimensional space �3. Thus to represent
the error in η̂i we need to choose a projection from
a two-dimensional Euclidean space into �3. The in-
verse image ξi of η̂i under this projection represents
the error in η̂i as an estimate of ηi.
If h is a vector in R3, define

M�h� =
0 −h3 h2
h3 0 −h1
−h2 h1 0

 �

exp�M�h�� = I+M�h� + 1
2!
�M�h��2 + · · · �

It is well known in Lie group theory that any ele-
ment of � O�3� can be written in the form exp�M�
for some skew-symmetric matrix M. Because
� O�3� is a group under matrix multiplication and
both A and Â are members of � O�3�, there exists
t in R3 for which Â = A exp�M�t��. Heuristically,
Â should be close to A, so that ATÂ is a small ro-
tation (that is, represents a rotation with a small
angle). Thus we express Â = A exp�M�t�� so that
t represents the error of Â as an estimate of A.
We note that because � O�3� is a group under
matrix multiplication, it is more natural to use a
multiplicative (rather than additive) description of
error.
Then t and the ξi will be Op�κ−1/2�. Then (1) be-

comes

r�Â�η̂i� =
∑
i

[∑
j

�xij+αT
ijξi�2

σ2
ij

+∑
k

�yik+α̃T
ikAξi−α̃T

ikAM�ηi�t�2
σ̃2
ik

]
(6)

+Op�κ−3/2��
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This is the error sum of squares of the following
(weighted) regression:

σ−1
ij xij = −σ−1

ij αT
ijξi + εij�

σ̃−1
ik yik = −σ̃−1

ik α̃T
ikAξi + σ̃−1

ik α̃T
ikAM�ηi�t+ ε̃ik�

(7)

where εij and ε̃ik are (univariate) N�0� κ−1�. In this
regression, the response variables are xij and yik

(which are unobservable since ηi and A are un-
known), the “unknown” parameters are ξ, and t
(whose “true” values are zero) and the design ma-
trix is determined from αij, α̃ik, ηi, and A (all of
which need to be estimated from the data). While
this might seem mysterious, as discussed below it
is fully consistent with how nonlinear regressions
are linearized.
The general approach is as follows:

1. Calculate Â and η̂i to minimize r�A�η� as de-
fined in (1).

2. Estimate the design matrix of the approximating
regression (7).

3. Estimate κ by κ̂, where 1/κ̂ = MSE = r�Â� η̂�/
�N−2s−3�.N is the total number of data points,
and s is the number of sections. We note that
estimating t subtracts three degrees of freedom
and estimating each ξi subtracts two degrees of
freedom from the error sum of squares of (7).

4. Because A is unknown, we do not have an es-
timate of t. Nevertheless, we can estimate the
covariance matrix of t from the estimated design
matrix and the estimate κ̂. Thus a confidence re-
gion for A can be calculated as

� = �A � A = Â exp�M�t���
where tT Cov�t�t < 3Fα�3�N− 2s− 3���

5. The usual extra error sum of squares tests for
nested models apply, using r�Â� η̂� as an error
sum of squares.

Although our model (5) cannot be put into the
form of the usual weighted nonlinear regression
model,

yi = f�xi� θ� + εi�(8)

where, for known constants wi, the
√
wiεi are

i.i.d. with E�εi� = 0 and Var�√wiεi� = σ2, our
basic approach, steps 1–5 above, nevertheless re-
sembles what is done in nonlinear regression.
That is, given a typical nonlinear weighted re-
gression model (8), one estimates θ by minimiz-
ing SSE�θ� = 
n

i=1wi�yi − f�xi� θ��2. Because
SSE�θ̂� ≈ 


i wi�yi−f�xi� θ�−�∂f/∂θ��xi� θ��θ̂−θ��2,
one then considers the linearized regression model

yi − f�xi� θ� =
[
∂f

∂θ
�xi� θ�

]
�θ̂− θ� + εi�(9)

Analysis of this linearized regression model now cor-
responds to our approach: the response variable yi−
f�xi� θ� is unobservable, the design matrix whose
rows are �∂f/∂θ��xi� θ� is unknown and must be
estimated using �∂f/∂θ��xi� θ̂�, and the parameter
θ̂−θ cannot be estimated from the sample, although
its covariance matrix is estimable from the approx-
imating regression model (9) (see Table 1).
Usually, the nonlinearity of the regression is as-

sessed by considering the quadratic terms in the
expansion

f�xi� θ̂� ≈ f�xi� θ� +
∂f

∂θ
�xi� θ��θ̂− θ�

+1
2
∂2f

∂θ2
�xi� θ��θ̂− θ�2�

If the next term of the expansion (6) is calculated,
it can be shown that, for the magnitudes of the xij,
yik, ξi and t commonly encountered, these nonlin-
ear terms can be safely ignored relative to the linear
terms. We note that the nonlinearity in (1) arises
only from the nonlinearity of the data and param-
eter spaces. In particular, the eigenvalues of Cov�t�
are small (in our experience 10−4 or less) so that the
curvature of � O�3� does not create difficulties.
The unimportance of the “curvature” effects is re-

lated to the parameterizations η̂i = �η̂T
i ηi�ηi + ξi

and Â = A exp�M�t�� of �3 and � O�3�. These pa-
rameterizations are centered around the true values
ηi and A. If instead η̂i were represented, for exam-
ple, in terms of latitude and longitude, the curvature
effects would not be ignorable whenever ηi gets too
close to the North and South poles. Our choices of
parameterization at ηi and at A greatly ameliorate
the curvature effects and also result in substantially
simpler formulas.
Essentially, as discussed above, using ξi to pa-

rameterize η̂i is “polar projection” centered at ηi

and hence is asymptotically nondistorting in the re-
gion of interest: namely, close to ηi. Similarly, our
parameterization of � O�3� is a “polar projection”
centered at A and is asymptotically nondistorting
in a neighborhood of A. The reader is referred to
Chang, Stock and Molnar (1990) for a longer dis-
cussion of this point. In addition see Kirkwood et
al. (1999) for an illustrative simulation of the cur-
vature effects of parameterization in a geophysical
context.

3. NEW GEOMETRIES FROM OLD: THE INDIAN
OCEAN ACCORDING TO ROYER AND CHANG

The data discussed in the previous section occurs
only when two plates diverge at a midoceanic ridge.
At other plate junctions, the relative motion of the
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Table 1
Analogs between nonlinear regression model (8) and Hellinger plate tectonics model (5)

Nonlinear regression Hellinger model

Parameter θ A: rotation
ηi: section normal

Response variable yi (none)

Data uij, vik: observed locations

Independent variables xi True positions (unobserved)
αij: u-side, α̃ik: v-side

“Scaled” error variance σ2 κ−1

Weights wi σ−2
ij � σ̃−2

ik

SSE�θ� r�A�η�
Parameter for linearized regression t: error in rotation

θ̂− θ ξi: error in section normal

Response for linearized regression Distance from sections
yi − f�xi� θ� xij = uT

ijη, yik = vTikAηi

Design matrix for linearized regression −αTij
∂f/∂θ�xi� θ� −α̃TikA� α̃TikAM�ηi�

two plates must be inferred by composing a chain of
diverging plate boundaries. Thus Stock and Molnar
(1983) determine the relative motion of Pacific to
North America by composing a chain going around
the world in the opposite direction: Pacific to Antarc-
tica, Antarctica to Indo-Australia, Indo-Australia to
Africa and Africa to North America.
To combine two rotations, we can use the follow-

ing algorithm: Suppose ATÂ = exp�M�tA��, BTB̂ =
exp�M�tB�� and let C = BA and Ĉ = B̂Â. Let

exp�M�tC�� = CTĈ = ATBTB̂AATÂ

= AT exp�M�tB��A exp�M�tA��
= exp�M�ATtB�� exp�M�tA��
= exp�M�ATtB + tA�� + o��tB�� �tA���

Therefore tC = ATtB+ tA+o��tB�� �tA��, yielding the
estimate

Ĉov�tC� = ÂT Ĉov�tB�Â+ Ĉov�tA��
We note that tA and tB are independent because the
data used to calculate Â and B̂, having come from
different ridges, are independent.
Royer and Chang (1991) used these statisti-

cal techniques to calculate the relative motion
of Australia to India. Although at that time the
commonly accepted geometry involved a unitary
Indo-Australian plate, previous authors had noted
that the fit of the data would be improved by
splitting the Indo-Australian plate. In addition,
undulations in the ocean basement as well as seis-
mic activity provided evidence of relative motion
between India and Australia. Royer and Chang es-
tablished that Australia and India move relative

to each other by calculating a confidence region for
their relative motion and finding that the identity
is not included.
Assuming that India and Australia move sepa-

rately, the reconstruction A of India to Somalia can
be calculated across the Carlsberg Ridge and the
reconstruction B of Somalia to Australia can be cal-
culated across the Central Indian Ridge (see Figure
4). Thus, as above, the reconstruction BA of India
to Australia can be estimated together with a sta-
tistical estimate of its error.
However, data along the Central Indian Ridge

was, at that time, rather sparse. The Australian,
Somalian, and Antarctic plates meet at a triple junc-
tion of three diverging plates with the Southwest
Indian Ridge separating Somalia from Antarctica
and the Southeast Indian Ridge separating Aus-
tralia from Antarctica. Let C reconstruct Australia
to Antarctica and D reconstruct Antarctica to So-
malia. Then DCB reconstructs Somalia to itself and
hence is the identity. The triple junction can be an-
alyzed in a method similar to the previous section
using a combined regression with 6 degrees of free-
dom for the rotation parameters, 2s degrees of
freedom for the sections, and N − 2s− 6 degrees of
freedom for the error, where N is the total number
of data points along the three ridges and s is the
total number of sections.
In this way, the data along the Southwest Indian

Ridge (separating Somalia from Antarctica) and the
Southeast Indian Ridge (separating Australia from
Antarctica) is used to augment the data along the
Central Indian Ridge to estimate reconstruction of
Somalia to Australia.
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Fig. 4. Stylized figure of Somalia/Antarctica/India-Australia
geometry proposed by Royer and Chang �1991�� A more realistic
map of these boundaries is shown in Figure 7� Arrows indicate
direction of relative motion of the plates. Spreading �diverging
arrows� occurs and data exists along the Carlsburg Ridge �CR��
Central Indian Ridge �CIR�� Southwest Indian Ridge �SWIR�
and Southeast Indian Ridge �SEIR�� Let A, B, C, D represent
the reconstructions of India to Somalia �using data from CR��
Somalia to Australia �using data from CIR�� Australia to Antarc-
tica �using data from SEIR�� and Antarctica to Somalia �using
data from SWIR�� respectively. The SOM/AUS/ANT triple junc-
tion closure condition assures DCB is the identity. Data does not
exist along the AUS/IND boundary �broken line with converging
arrows�� however, the reconstruction of India to Australia is BA.

Since data only exists at diverging plate bound-
aries, very complicated geometries can be analyzed
in two steps:

1. Break up the geometry into its constituent
stochastically independent parts (simple bound-
aries, triple junctions and two linked triple
junctions; see Figure 5).

2. Repeatedly use three algorithms to combine rota-
tions (see Figure 6).
These algorithms are:

1. Combine two independently estimated rotations,
as described above.

2. Invert a rotation.
3. Combine two independent estimates of the same

rotation.

Fig. 5. Two linked triple junctions. Spreading occurs on all five
boundaries and hence all five boundaries have data.

Fig. 6. Hypothetical 4 plate geometry. Spreading occurs and
data exists on plate boundaries shown with solid lines. Plates
1 and 2 are converging and no data exists on their boundary,
shown with broken line. Let the 3 × 3 rotation matrices A, B,
C, D reconstruct Plate 1 to Plate 3 �using data from boundary
B13�� Plate 3 to Plate 2 �data from B32�� Plate 1 to Plate 4 �data
from B14�� and Plate 4 to Plate 2 �data from B42�� repsectively.
Then BA reconstructs Plate 1 to Plate 2 and is a combination of
two independently estimated rotation matrices �A and B�� Simi-
larlyDC reconstructs Plate 1 to Plate 2 and is also a combination
of two independently estimated rotations. Because DC uses data
from boundaries B14 and B42 and BA uses data from bound-
aries B13 and B32� DC and BA are independent. Thus DC and
BA are independent estimates of the same reconstruction from
Plate 1 to Plate 2�

To invert a rotation, we note that if Â =
A exp�M�t��, then Â−1 = exp�M�−t��A−1 =
A−1 exp�M�−At��. Writing Â−1 = A−1 exp�M�t′ ��,
we have t

′ = −At, so

Ĉov�t′ � = Â Ĉov�t�ÂT�

To combine two or more independent estimates
Âi of the same rotation A, let Âi = A exp�M�ti��
and let Pi = Cov�ti�−1. Let

t = �P1 + · · · +Pk�−1�P1t1 + · · · +Pktk�
be the standard (multivariate) weighted average of
t1� � � � � tk. Then

Cov�t� = �P1 + · · · +Pk�−1

and Â = A exp�M�t�� is the desired combined esti-
mate.
Of course A is unknown and so are all the ti.

However, note that



i Pi�ti−t� = 0. Thus we define
Â to be the solution obtained by iteratively solving
the k+ 1 equations∑

i

P̂iui = 0�

ÂTÂi = exp�−M�t��ATA exp�M�ti��
≈ exp�M�ti − t�� = exp�M�ui��

for the unknowns Â and ui = ti − t.
Figure 6 shows a plate geometry which would

lead to independent estimates of the same rotation.
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Royer and Chang, however, used the algorithm for
combining independent estimates of the same ro-
tation in a different manner. Geophysical evidence
indicates that if differential motion between Aus-
tralia and India occurs, it would have started within
the last seven million years. It follows that all re-
constructions for isochrons older than seven million
years estimate the same India to Australia motion.
In other words, all reconstructions from isochrons
older than seven million years can be combined to
estimate the motion of India to Australia over the
most recent seven million years.
The basic message of this section and the pre-

ceeding section is that asymptotically, as κ → ∞,
standard tools from linear statistics can be adapted
to the plate tectonics problem. This is not surpris-
ing: both the parameter space � O�3� × �3 × · · · ×
�3 = �θ = �A�η1� � � � � ηs�� and the data space �N

3
are differentiable manifolds. This means that, lo-
cally, they can be linearly approximated by their
tangent hyperplanes. Intuitively, any asymptotics
(large sample or large κ) of a consistent estimator θ̂
of θ = �A�η1� � � � � ηs�, flattens the parameter space.
However, large κ asymptotics concentrates the data
ever closer to its “true” values and hence also flat-
tens the data space (locally around the true value of
each data point). Hence for spherical data, large κ
asymptotic expansions are much simpler than large
N asymptotics because the latter flattens only the
parameter space. They are also more realistic, be-
cause, as discussed at beginning of Section 2, the
errors in tectonic data are the order of 10 km and
hence the curvature of the earth is not locally sig-
nificant.
Note also that, although large κ asymptotics lo-

cally flattens both the parameter and the data
space, neither gets globally flattened. Global flat-
tening would occur, for example, if one were to take
a fixed parameterization such as latitude and longi-
tude for �3 or Euler angles for � O�3�. As discussed
previously, the use of local coordinates, centered
around the true values of the parameters ηi and A,
has greatly ameliorated the curvature effects of the
nonlinear regression.
Chang (1993) has an example of the disastrous

consequences of an attempted global flattening of
� O�3� in the calculation of the errors of a combi-
nation of two independently estimated rotations. On
the other hand, the curvature of the earth is highly
relevant globally because, as mentioned above, the
Pacific plate must be reconstructed to the North
American plate by using a chain of diverging plate
boundaries going around the world in the opposite
direction. In other words, although it is important to
use local coordinates to calculate the distribution of

the deviation ATÂ, it is equally important to think
of the problem in terms of rotations of the sphere as
opposed to Euclidean motions in the plane. Mathe-
maticians have always used this approach, of formu-
lating theorems and definitions globally, but using
local coordinates for calculation, when working with
differentiable manifolds.

4. THE BEHRENS–FISHER PROBLEM REARS
ITS UGLY HEAD

Consider the following regression problem:

Y1 = X1β1 + ε1�

Y2 = X2β2 + ε2�

whereYi is ni×1,Xi is ni×p and εi is multivariate
normal Nni

�0� σ2
i Ini

�. If β̂i denotes the usual least
squares estimate of βi, and we assume σ2

1 = σ2
2 =

σ2, we can take a pooled estimate s2 of σ2 so that

1
p

(
β̂1 + β̂2 − β1 − β2

)T (
s2�XT

1X1 +XT
2X2�

)−1
(
β̂1 + β̂2 − β1 − β2

)
is distributed F�p�n1 + n2 − 2p�. If σ2

1 �= σ2
2 ,

however, we will say that a “generalized” Behrens–
Fisher problem arises. We refer the reader to
Scheffé (1970) for a discussion of approaches to the
usual Behrens–Fisher problem.
Consider now the problem of combining two ro-

tations Â and B̂. Suppose these two rotations are
estimated from two diverging boundaries. Recall-
ing the regression formulation of Section 2 and that
κ−1/2 in that formulation plays the role of a scale
parameter, if κA �= κB we obtain a “generalized”
Behrens–Fisher problem of this form. We note that
if different data sets are used to estimate A and B,
the weights σij and σ̃ik might not be consistently
assigned between the two data sets, and hence one
might suspect that κA �= κB.
Alternatively, consider the simultaneous estima-

tion of a triple junction. After linearization, this
problem has the following form: Yi = Xiβ+Ziγi +
εi, where i indexes the three arms of the triple junc-
tion, β is a six-dimensional parameter correspond-
ing to the two independent rotations, γi is a parame-
ter corresponding to the sections on the ith arm and
εi is distributed NNi

�0� �1/κi�INi
� where Ni is the

number of data points on the ith arm of the triple
junction. If the κi are not all equal, we have another,
different generalized Behrens–Fisher problem.
In Royer and Chang (1991), the triple junction

generalized Behrens–Fisher problem did not arise,
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Table 2
Selected data from Royer and Chang (1991)1

N s df 1/�̂

SOM/IND 24 4 13 0.085

SOM/AUS/ANT tj 136 24 82 0.34

1Plates labeled as in Figure 4.

but for some isochrons, the combining rotations gen-
eralized Behrens–Fisher problem did arise. In par-
ticular, consider the calculations in Table 2 from
that paper (at chron 13 or 35.5 million years be-
fore the present).
We apply the usual F-test for equality of vari-

ances in a weighted regression context. This test is
highly sensitive to normal distribution assumptions.
However, because the κσ−2

ij and κσ̃−2
ik are on the or-

der of 105, the discussion following (3) yields that
the Fisher–von Mises–Langevin distribution is well
approximated by a normal distribution. The value
of the test statistic is 0�34/�085, and comparing this
to a F82�13 distribution, we conclude that κSOM/IND
is not the same as κSOM/AUS/ANT.
Johansen (1980) extended Welch’s approximate

solution for the classical Behrens–Fisher problem to
the regression context. Restating Johansen’s result
slightly, let

Y = Xβ+ ε�

Cov�ε� = block diag
[
σ2
151� � � � � σ

2
k5k

]
where the 5i are ni × ni known matrices, but the
σ2
i are unknown. Write Y = [

YT
1 · · ·YT

k

]T
and X =[

XT
1 · · ·XT

k

]T
where Yi andXi are ni×1 and ni×p,

respectively. Let s2i be the standard (5−1
i -weighted)

regression estimate of σ2
i for the model Yi = Xiβ+

εi. Johansen considers the weighted extra error sum
of squares statistic QW, with weights estimated by
s2i , for testing a linear hypothesis on β and approx-
imates its distribution by a distribution of the form
d·Fν1� ν2

where d and ν2 are estimated from the data
to match the mean and variance of QW with those
of d ·Fν1� ν2

to terms of order o�min�n1� � � � � nk�−1�.
Kirkwood and Chang (1998) apply Johansen’s

work to the plate tectonics context. The chief math-
ematical difficulty is that Johansen’s results are
asymptotic as the sample size N → ∞, whereas
plate tectonics is done with κ → ∞ asymptotics.
They show that if N�κ → ∞ so that N/κ → 0,
then both types of asymptotics can be simultane-
ously used. These results have been implemented
in the algorithms for combining two independent
rotations, for combining multiple independent esti-
mates of the same reconstruction and for fitting a
triple junction.

It is well known that in the classical Behrens–
Fisher problem the distribution of �Y1 + Y2−
�θ1 + θ2��/

√
s21 + s22 can be conservatively approxi-

mated by a t-distribution with min�ν1� ν2� degrees
of freedom where νi is the degrees of freedom in
the distribution of s2i . Kirkwood and Chang (1998)
also generalize this result to the plate tecton-
ics context. Whereas, for example, applying the
Johansen–Welch approximation to a chain of di-
verging plate boundaries requires the full data set
for each boundary, the conservative approximation
requires only summary statistics. This makes it
especially suitable for combining reconstructions
calculated by different groups of geophysicists (be-
cause they tend to specialize in different parts of
the world).

5. THE INDIAN OCEAN ACCORDING TO
ROYER AND GORDON (1997)

By 1997, the data density in the Indian Ocean
had improved sufficiently to cast doubt upon the
adequacy of the plate model proposed by Royer and
Chang (1991). In particular, with more data, Royer
and Gordon proposed that a small piece, which they
called Capricorn (for the Tropic of Capricorn which
passes through it), of the previously defined Aus-
tralian plate moves separately from the main Aus-
tralian plate. Figure 7 illustrates their proposed ge-
ometry.
To establish the inadequacy of the 1991 model,

Royer and Gordon used two extra error sum of
squares tests. These tests were based upon the
analysis in Section 2. We recall that the r�A�η�
of (1) is asymptotically the error sum of squares
of a suitably defined regression. These extra error
sum of squares tests are asymptotically valid as
long as the reduced model parameter space is a
submanifold of the full parameter space.
The first test Royer and Gordon applied was a test

of the “closure” of the Australia/Somalia/Antarctica
triple junction. Assuming the correctness of the
1991 geometry (as shown in Figure 4), the recon-
struction of Australia to Somalia followed by the
reconstruction of Australia to Antarctica should
reconstruct Australia to Antarctica.
To construct the extra error sum of squares test

statistic, the full model assumes no relationship be-
tween these three plate boundaries. Thus if Aus-
tralia is reconstructed to Somalia across the Cen-
tral Indian Ridge, yielding a value r1 in (1), Soma-
lia to Antarctica across the Southwest Indian Ridge
yielding r2, and Australia to Antarctica across the
Southeast Indian Ridge yielding r3, the error sum
of squares for the full model is rF = r1+r2+r3 with
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Fig. 7. Plate geometries in the Indian Ocean area. Continuous lines in (a) show the plate boundaries between the major plates �PH =
Philippine plate�� Within the Indian Ocean, the plate boundaries are narrow midoceanic spreading ridges: the Carlsberg Ridge �CR�� the
Central Indian Ridge �CIR�� the Southwest Indian Ridge �SWIR� and the Southeast Indian Ridge �SEIR�� (a) Traditionally the Indian
and Australian plates were considered as a single rigid plate; (b) Observed deformation of the Earth’s crust �within the stippled area�
and plate reconstructions suggested that the Indian and Australian were two distinct plates, separated by a wide and diffuse boundary
�Wiens et al., 1985�� In this model, Australia rotates counter-clockwise relative to India about a pivot �solid circle� located within the
plate boundary �Royer and Chang, 1991� DeMets, Gordon and Vogt, 1994�� Darker stippled area is area of convergence, lighter stippled
area is area of divergence; (c) Further analysis of plate reconstruction data as well as deformation patterns in the ocean basin showed
that the former Indo-Australian plate is a composite plate made of three rigid components: the Capricorn �CAP�� the Indian and the
Australian plate, and of wide diffuse boundaries between them �stippled areas� where the plates are deforming. In this model, Australia
rotates counter-clockwise relative to Capricorn about a pivot �solid circle� located within the plate boundary �Royer and Gordon, 1997��
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N − 2s − 9 degrees of freedom. Here N and s are
the total number of data points and sections among
the three boundaries.
The reduced model uses a triple junction fit, yield-

ing a combined error sum of squares of rR with
N − 2s − 6 degrees of freedom. Assuming equal κ’s
all around, the usual F-test would compare �rR −
rF�/rF with critical values from the 3�N − 2s −
9�−1F3� N−2s−9 distribution.
In fact, Royer and Gordon compared rR − rF =

39�9 with χ2
3. This is analagous to the correct

(weighted) regression test when all the εi are
known to have variance σ2/wi with wi known and
σ2 = 1. Because all fitted κ̂ were less than 1, this
approach would be expected to be conservative.
The second test was a test of the rigidity of the

Australia and Antarctic plates across the Southeast
Indian Ridge (SEIR). Royer and Gordon suspected
that if a plate boundary exists it would intersect
the SEIR at around 80◦E. Thus the full model fit-
ted Australia to Antarctica separately using data on
the SEIR northwest of 77◦E and data on the SEIR
southeast of 84◦E. Let the error sum of squares of
these two fits be r1 and r2, respectively, yielding
a full model error sum of squares of rF = r1 + r2.
The reduced model fitted Australia to Antarctica us-
ing all the data on the SEIR (except that between
77◦E and 84◦E), yielding an error sum of squares of
rR. Again Royer and Gordon eschewed the usual F
test and conservatively compared rR − rF = 21�0
with χ2

3.
Thus both tests emphatically contradicted the

1991 geometry.
To test the consistency of the proposed new ge-

ometry, Royer and Gordon tested the closure of the
presumed Capricorn/Antarctica/Somalia triple junc-
tion. This is the same test as the earlier test of clo-
sure described above that Royer and Gordon applied
to the Australia/Somalia/Antarctica triple junction,
except that some of the data from the old Australia
plate is attributed to the Capricorn plate in the
newly defined geometry. In this test, the correct-
ness of the new geometry is the null hypothesis (a
situation similar to goodness of fit tests). The con-
servative χ2 test, yielded rR − rF = 5�0 (p-value =
0�17) whereas the more conventional F-test yielded
F = 2�196 (p-value = 0�09). This led Royer and Gor-
don to accept the correctness of the new geometry.
Thus between the 1991 and 1997 studies, the

original Indo-Australian plate has been split into
three components: India, Australia and Capricorn.
As Royer and Gordon comment, “In our view the
central tenet of plate tectonics is that plate inte-
riors can be usefully approximated as being rigid.
In that sense, our model is consistent with plate

tectonics as long as the Indian, Capricorn and Aus-
tralian components, and not the Indo-Australian
composite, are each considered to be a plate.” Nev-
ertheless, they note the boundaries between these
three plates are more diffuse than commonly en-
countered and the relative rates of motion between
them are slow. Examining Figure 7, the new model
shows Capricorn and Australia behaving as two
arms of a scissor with a pivot point on their bound-
ary. A similar model holds for India and Capricorn.
Royer and Gordon conclude that “it makes sense to
regard the Indo-Australian ‘plate’ as a higher level
plate tectonic unit, which we refer to as a ‘compos-
ite plate’ ” with India, Australia and Capricorn as
its components.

6. INFLUENCE DIAGNOSTICS FOR
TECTONIC DATA

Data is collected at great expense through oceano-
graphic or aeromagnetic survey, often in remote
parts of the globe. In addition, as perhaps may be
evident from the description of the sources of error
given above, conversion of the data, as collected,
to identified locations on the magnetic anomaly
lineations is also time-consuming. As one of the
authors once commented to the other early in our
collaboration, “If you knew how much work went
into each data point, you would stop complaining
about it.”
For these reasons, it is important to be able to

isolate possibly erroneous data or identify subsets
of the data which might explain an unexpected re-
construction. In this section we describe modifica-
tions to standard regression diagnostics and illus-
trate their use for this purpose.
An alternative approach to test the closure of

the Capricorn/Antarctica/Somalia triple junction
would be to calculate the reconstructions ÂCAP/ANT,
ÂANT/SOM, and ÂSOM/CAP using the data from the
respective three arms of the triple junction and to
test whether or not the combined reconstruction

ÂCAP/ANTÂANT/SOMÂSOM/CAP(10)

is significantly different from the identity. This test
yielded a p-value of 0.076 (as opposed to 0.09 for
the corresponding F-test).
Both this test and the extra error sum of squares

test of closure performed by Royer and Gordon as-
sume that the κ’s on the three arms of the triple
junction are equal. The data is given in Table 3.
The F-test for the equality of two κ’s described in

Section 4 would contradict this assumption.
Using the unequal κ approach outlined in Section

4, the p-value to test if (10) is significantly differ-
ent from the identity is 0.021. This casts substantial
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Table 3
Selected data from Royer and Gordon (1997)1

N s df 1/�̂

CAP/ANT 30 7 13 0.4104

ANT/SOM 56 11 31 0.4305

SOM/CAP 176 23 127 0.8754

1Plates labeled as in Figure 7c

doubt on the conclusion by Royer and Gordon (1997)
that their proposed new geometry is correct. Visu-
ally, it appears that the new geometry is correct,
and to investigate whether or not this unfortunate
p-value is due to a few anomalous bad data points,
we have used a modification of the influence matrix
ideas proposed by Lu, Ko and Chang (1997).
The influence function IF�x∗�β�F� of a statisti-

cal functional β�F� is defined to be (see Hampel,
Ronchetti, Rousseeuw and Stahel, 1986)

IF�x∗�β�F� = d

dε
β��1− ε�F+ εδx∗�

∣∣∣
ε=0

�(11)

where F is the cumulative distribution function of
a random variable X and δx∗ is the cumulative dis-
tribution function for the random variable which al-
ways takes the value x∗. If β is a p-dimensional
vector, so is IF.
For the linear regression model y = xβ + ε with

normal errors, if we envision that �x�y� has a joint
distribution F,

β�F� = EF�xTx�−1EF�xTy�−1�(12)

where EF denotes expected value under the distri-
bution F. Note that with the definition (12), the
least squares estimate of β is β̂ = β�F̂� where F̂ is
the empirical cumulative distribution. In this case,
(11) works out to be

IF�x∗�y∗�β�F�=EF�xTx�−1x∗T�y∗−x∗β�F���(13)

When evaluated at F̂, (13) becomes

IF�x∗�y∗�β� F̂�=n

[∑
i

xT
i xi

]−1
x∗T�y∗ −x∗β̂��(14)

Several points are immediately obvious from def-
inition (11). First, if x∗ happens to be a data point,
IF�x∗�β�F� measures the effect on β̂ of the infin-
tesimal deletion of x∗ as opposed to Cook’s D which
measures, in the regression context, the effect of
complete deletion. Second, if β takes values in a
manifold, IF�x∗�β�F� is a tangent vector to that
manifold at β�F�, because the derivative c′�0� of a
curve c�ε� is always tangent to the curve at c�0�.
If f� Rp → Rq, its derivative Df�0� is a linear

transformation Rp → Rq even if f is nonlinear.

Thus if �x1� � � � � xk� is a collection of points, we can
define the influence of this group of points on β by

IF�w�β�F� ≡ d

dε

∣∣∣
ε=0

β

(
�1− ε�F+ ε

∑
i

wiδxi

)
�

where each wi is a case weight for xi, i = 1� � � � � k.
The linearity of derivatives (and specifically the
chain rule) implies that

IF�w�β�F� =∑
i

wiIF�xi�β�F��(15)

Although �1−ε�F+ε



i wiδxi
is a distribution func-

tion only if



i wi = 1 and wi ≥ 0 for each i, we
can use the right-hand side of (15) to extend the
definition of IF�w�β�F� to arbitrary weight vectors
w = �w1� � � � �wk�T.
Now suppose θ = �β ψ�T, where θ is the full

parameter and ψ is a nuisance parameter, and de-
compose the Fisher information matrix, evaluated
at θ�F�, as

H =
[
Hββ Hβψ

Hψβ Hψψ

]
�

We can use H to standardize IF�w�β�F�,
IF�w�β�F�T [Hββ −HβψH

−1
ψψHψβ

]
IF�w�β�F��

Using (15), this is wTPSIMw where PSIM is, by
slight extension of the terminology in Lu et al
(1997), the partial standardized influence matrix,
whose �i� j� − th entry is

IF�xi�β�F�T [Hββ −HβψH
−1
ψψHψβ

]
IF�xj�β�F��

When θ = β, F = F̂ and �x1� � � � � xk� are the data
points, Lu, Ko and Chang (1997) show that the dom-
inant eigenvalue of the PSIM is, to first approxima-
tion, the local influence as defined by Cook (1986).
In the tectonic context, it is of interest to study the

influence of a group of points, namely those points
that constitute a section on the parameter of in-
terest: the rotation. In other words we propose to
consider the influence of the ith section �uij� vik� on
the estimator β̂ defined by ATÂ = M�β̂�. In this
case the nuisance parameters represent the section
normals.
We have noted above that influence statistics

measure the effects of infintesimal deletion. It is
meaningful to talk about the partial deletion of a
section of points and perhaps it is more natural to
talk about the infinitesimal deletion of a section
of points than of a single point. We also note that
the essential features of this discussion are that
the data breaks up into groups (sections) whose
influence on a parameter of interest β is to be stud-
ied. These features occur elsewhere in statistics:
in treatment-block designs, we might be interested
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in the influence of each block on the estimated
treatment effects.
We will define the partial sectional influence of a

subcollection �x1� � � � � xk� of the data to the largest
eigenvalue λ of the PSIM evaluated at �x1� � � � � xk�
and F = F̂. This subcollection of points can be
influential due to misfit, placement of the points
�x1� � � � � xk� or size k of the subcollection. To remove
the effect of the size of the subcollection, we will de-
fine the normalized partial sectional influence to be
�λ/k− 1�√k/2. The rationale for this normalization
can be found in Lu, Ko and Chang (1997).
Referring to Table 3, the misfit is worst between

Somalia and Capricorn. We have applied these
ideas to examine the influence of the sections on
this boundary to the reconstruction ÂSOM/CAP. Fig-
ure 8 shows this data, where the labelling is by
sections. Figure 9 shows the partial sectional in-
fluence versus the normalized partial sectional
influence.
Examining Figure 9, we see that section W is

clearly flagged under both of these criteria. Section
V is less clearly flagged, but the graph suggests that
the influence of Section V is due primarily to misfit
or location, and not to its size. Because V and W are
in the same geographic location, close to the triple
junction, it seems appropriate to examine both V
and W.
Recall, that an unequal κ test,

ÂCAP/ANTÂANT/SOMÂSOM/CAP

is significantly different from the identity that has
p-value of 0.021. If W is removed, that p-value in-
creases to 0.091 and if both V and W are removed,
the p-value jumps to 0.312. We note that W has 11
points (representing 6.25% of the SOM/CAP data
and 4.20% of the complete data) and V has 5 points
(representing 2.54% and 1.91% of the SOM/CAP and
complete data, respectively).
Mindful of the admonition to keep requests for

data reexamination to a minimum, we suggested
that the data on sections V and W be rechecked.
Five points, two on section V and three on section W,
were found to be misidentified. When these points
were deleted, but the remainder of sections V and W
retained, the unequal κ-test statistic has a p-value
of 0.080.
The analysis suggests that the new Royer–Gordon

geometry is consistent with the data. Because the
complete deletion of V and W has such a dramatic
effect on the p-value, the analysis further suggests
the possibility of some slight nonrigidity near the
locations of sections V and W, that is, on the Central
Indian Ridge (SOM/CAP boundary) near the triple
junction.

Fig. 8. SOM/CAP data, labeled by section.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses how linear regression tech-

niques have been applied to a statistical analysis
of tectonic plate reconstructions. The problem is in-
trinsically nonlinear, but curvature effects can be
minimized by using a local parameterization of the
rotation group and separate “local flat earth” ap-
proximations at each data point. This approach is
fully consistent with standard mathematical ap-
proaches for dealing with differentiable manifolds.
Further research is needed both to accomodate

new types of data and to develop improved statis-
tical techniques as increasing data density allows
detection of deviation from the basic models consid-
ered here. For example, in some parts of the world,
the data density is sufficient to support a model
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Fig. 9. SOM/CAP data: partial sectional influence versus normalized partial sectional influence, letters refer to section name of the
data shown in Figure 8. Sections which most influence the reconstruction have large partial sectional influence. This influence can be
due to sections with a large number of data points; normalized partial sectional influence corrects for this effect. We see that Section W
is clearly labelled as influential, even after normalization. This can be due to the orientation of the section, errors in the data, or local
nonrigidities. Section V is geographically close to Section W and also appears to be somewhat influential.

of boundaries that are not piecewise straight, but
rather exhibit some slight curvature. Chang, Hen-
driks, and Yang (1999) discuss a suggested approach
for this situation.
Royer and Gordon (1997) propose a hierarchical

model of composite plates with components which
are rigid but move slightly relative to each other.
This suggests that in the future, as data becomes
more dense and of higher quality, statistical tech-
niques to analyze plate motions which exhibit mild
nonrigidities will be needed. Nothing (of which
the authors are aware) has been done on this
problem.

APPENDIX: MOVING COORDINATE SYSTEMS

We will denote by e1� e2� e3 a hypothetical fixed
coordinate system. In practice, since all the plates
move, e1� e2� e3 is unobservable. Suppose the lin-
eation was extruded at time t0 < 0, where t = 0
denotes the present. Let Ui�t�, respectively, Vi�t�,
be the evolution of ei in t in the U and V plates,
respectively. Thus Ui�t0� = ei = Vi�t0�.
Let p = u1e1 + u2e2 + u3e3 be a point ex-

truded at time t0. p moves along the trajec-

tory u�t� = u1U1�t� + u2U2�t� + u3U3�t� on the
U plate and the trajectory v�t� = u1V1�t� +
u2V2�t� + u3V3�t� on the V plate. Notice that
in the coordinate system U1�t�� U2�t�� U3�t�
which is fixed to the U plate, the coordinates of
u�t� are �u1 u2 u3�T. Elementary matrix al-
gebra establishes that, in the coordinate system
U1�t�� U2�t�� U3�t�, v�t� = A�t��u1 u2 u3�T where
A�t� = �U1�t� U2�t� U3�t��T�V1�t� V2�t� V3�t��.
Thus A�0� gives the motion of the V plate rela-

tive to the U plate, over the time period �t0�0�, in
a coordinate system fixed in the U plate. Alterna-
tively A�0�T reconstructs the past position of the V
plate, relative to the U plate, with the U plate fixed
in its present location. Similarly, A�0�T gives the
motion of the U plate relative to the V plate in a
coordinate system fixed in the V plate and A�0� re-
constructs the past position of the U plate, relative
to the V plate, with the V plate fixed in its present
location.
Note that �V1�t� V2�t� V3�t���U1�t� U2�t�

U3�t��T is the motion of the V plate, relative to the
U plate, in the fixed and unobservable coordinate
system e1� e2� e3.
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